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Stories Are The Key 

Stories are the key to compelling education, presentations, and influence. This is because our primary 
methods of learning besides experience are observation and storytelling. 

 y The best way to learn something is TO DO IT. 

 » However, that’s not always possible. That’s where stories come in!

 y The challenge: without any emotional response, it’s difficult to engage your memory. 

 » A story changes everything, because a story allows you to associate to the information. 

 » It almost creates a memory in you as if you did it yourself.

 » Storytelling is the interface for our memory. 

MODULE 5 

CONSCIOUS & UNCONSCIOUS COMMUNICATION

“If history were taught in the form of stories, it would never be forgotten.” ~ Rudyard Kipling

1.  

REMEMBER: Before the radio and TV, we sat around the fire. Our primary interface  
is storytelling.
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What is a Story? 
To be interesting to an audience, stories must have conflict, tension, and emotion.

STORY INGREDIENTS:

Basic Story Structure

 y Hero

 » Your hero should want something

 ` Motivation

 ` E.g., can be as large as a super hero’s motivation to save the world, or as small as your motivation 
to choose the right mustard for your sandwich.

 » The hero usually needs to make a choice

 ` E.g., save the girl or stop an asteroid from hitting Earth; dijon or honey mustard?

 y Challenge

 » Without a challenge there is no conflict, tension, suspense, or drama...there is no story!

 y Overcome the Challenge

 » We want to see our heroes overcome the odds and succeed

 » This is also where we can learn the same lessons that our heroes learn

 ` Or where you can share the important information you want to convey

 ` E.g., how to stop an asteroid from hitting Earth; why one kind of mustard is superior to another

 y Character Evolution

 » This is what makes a story great

 » By sharing stories, you give the audience experience and association, and the opportunity to change 
with the hero 

 » You give the audience the chance to go through that evolution with you 

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
1.  

Joseph Campbell’s Hero With A Thousand Faces (1949)

HERO

Overcoming the 
Challenge 

Character 
Evolution

CHALLENGE
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 Example of A More Complex Hero’s Journey 

Based on the work of Joseph Campbell
*Wiki Creative Commons

This may seem basic, but every story needs all or some of these features. In fact, we actually like our stories to 
follow a very simple construct, and we tend to watch the same stories over and over again. 

 y Star Wars, Harry Potter, and even Frozen all have the same story, just told in different ways. 

 y Just think about this… all superheroes are orphans. 

 y Here’s another one, superheroes are often poor, unless they do not have super powers. 

 » This is because in our society, we like to vilify the rich, and glorify the poor. 

Not only are stories ingrained in our society, but even the models of stories are ingrained. 
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How To Do This

Recognise that a really well told story is told from a place of association. 

The two biggest differences between the relaying of facts and a story:

1. Association

2. Emotion

 y The more emotion you convey, the more emotion your audience will feel

 y The more they will associate with it

 y If the story is educational, then the meaning will go deeper 

If you associate with your story, your audience associates with it, and then you have real rapport and real 
engagement. 

 HOMEWORK
PART 1

The next time you watch a movie or TV show, or read a book, pay special attention to the formula of the plot. 
See if you can spot any patterns or identify how the hero’s journey may have been incorporated. You may find 
that you are quickly able to predict how movie plots will play out once you understand story structures. List 
three movies, TV shows, or books for which you were able to predict the plots:

1. 

2. 

3. 

TIPS & TRICKS
1.  

Deep learning comes from good storytelling.
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PART 2

Try to recognise when you are in a story. Over the next week, as you’re going about your days, whenever you 
encounter any form of resistance or conflict in your life take a moment, stop, and look at the situation from a 
somewhat objective perspective. Are you in a story? See what stories come up for you and write a few down. 
Make note of the hero, challenge, how/if the challenge was overcome, and how/if the hero evolved as a result.



Notes:


